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Leader’s Edge Mastermind  

CURRICULUM 
2018 

Senior leaders have one thing in common: they are time poor and commitment rich. This program is 
designed to create SPACE for big picture thinking, while not taking a lot of time. We take the ‘minimum 
effective dose’ approach: the LEAST amount of effort required to get the best possible result. We have 
streamlined the thinking and content as much as possible so you get the distilled essence of the topics we 
cover. 

We aim for 1-2 hours per month in commitment, and then your own personal reflection time. This varies! 
We recommend a few minutes daily in your journal, then 20-30 minutes before each mastermind or 
coaching session. Consider it your leadership gym workout, but you only need a few minutes each day and 
a little longer once or so per month of conscious effort to get results.  

The Content and Delivery Schedule 

Schedule Content and Delivery

CAPACITY

Pre-Expedition Personal Focus 
Leadership Maturity Profile Sentence Completion Test  
Reflection Questions 
Leadership Brand Assessment 
Hero’s Journey Mapping 
Values Journey

On Expedition Setting Intentions, Goal Mapping, Managing Change

Webcast Mastermind 
Meeting 1

Performance Edge 
Energy, Planning, Delivery 
Productivity Systems and Energy Management Webcast 
Monitored via coaching sessions throughout the program

Webcast Mastermind 
Meeting 2

Performance Edge 
Clean Sweep, Tolerations, Ten Daily Habits 
Whole group catchup via webinar: progress update against goals 
Monitored via coaching sessions throughout the program

CAPABILITY - Thinking Depth and Breadth

One Day Workshop 1 Future Thinking 
Global Trends - How to develop your curation and interpretation system 
Forecast - Systems thinking and effective scenario planning

One Day Workshop 2 Develop Strategy and Performance Measures 
Review your strategic plan: How to measure what matters 
Make progress visible
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Webcast Mastermind 
Meeting 3

Connection Edge 
Network mapping for influencers and connectors - individual assessment 
Multi-source feedback exercise, self-directed in the workplace

One Day Workshop 3 Creative Thinking 
Practical skills for innovation and creative thinking

Webcast Mastermind 
Meeting 4

Mastering Environments 
Design environments for creativity, productivity, and inspiration

One Day Workshop 4 Leading Culture and Change 
Organisational Trends (agile/ holocracy / polypod working / open plan / activity 
based / remote working / gig economy / capacity capture) 
How to map and guide the effects on culture

Whole Group Final 
Session - half day and 
dinner

Review and Preview 
Debrief experience 
Assess individual and group development 
Plan next steps
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Curriculum and Delivery Details  

Integrated Development – Three Core Components  

Leaders require balance for sustainability. Our training curriculum will focus on building and integrating the 
three core components of successful leadership to propel your leadership style and influence. This approach 
reduces burnout while also fostering to a unique competitive edge for each participant.  

The three core components of successful leadership are:  

1. CAPACITY 
This is the energy and focus you have to carry through on your role successfully, without burning out. 

Personal Focus 

Purpose: Each of us needs a sense of direction in order to feel purposeful, and to inspire our work with 
intent. Getting to the heart of who we are is critical to help us feel sustained during challenging times, and 
to guide us through difficult decisions. 

Contribution: We will draw out and sharpen your personal brand based on your highest values, celebrating 
the unique perspective, character, and attributes you bring to your leadership position. 

Presence: We will strengthen your presence so you show up calm and influential no matter the context. 

Delivery 
To be completed prior to the initial expedition: 
• Leadership Maturity Profile Sentence Completion Test (45 minutes) 
• Reflection Questions (30 minutes) 
• Leadership Brand Assessment (10 minutes) 
• Hero’s Journey Mapping 
• Values Journey 

To be completed during the expedition phase: 
• Intentions, Goal setting, Measures for the program 

To be completed in initial coaching session: 
• Goal Mapping 

Outcomes for Personal Focus 
You will: 
• Gain insight about your current leadership thinking, brand and capacity, with the inherent 

strengths and challenges 
• Gain insight about your colleagues and organisation and how you can better contribute 
• Develop a contribution platform to hone your personal edge 
• Map a development plan that will guide our work together
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Performance Edge 

Spiritual. Emotional. Physical. Here we focus on your energy and vibrancy, your personal effectiveness and 
activity management systems and your influence ability. This is where we develop your leadership 
athleticism and get you game-fit. 

Delivery 
• Foundations Handbook 
• Planning system templates 
• Interview with Dermot Crowley, author of “Smart Work” 
• Individual coaching sessions 

*This module is largely self-directed, with accountability check-ins via coaching sessions. 

2. CAPABILITY 
This includes the skills and knowledge to lead through uncertainty, volatility and  complexity. 

Thinking Depth and Breadth 

Global Trends: As a global leader, you need to stay on top of current and emerging trends, and anticipate 
(or initiate) disruptive change. You will develop an effective curation system that allows you to stay abreast 
of relevant industry and global changes. 

Strategic Thinking: Your key leadership capacities include environmental scanning, curation of relevant 
data, interpretation of the signals, and planning a response. You will also develop  
scenario planning, systems thinking, and forecast skills. 

Meaningful Progress: Most organisations do this badly. Strategic plans are full of corporate jargon and KPIs 
are really a list of projects. In order to generate meaningful results, we need to measure what matters and 
make progress visible. You will develop the skills for both. 

Delivery 
• Interview with Stacey Barr, author of “Practical Performance Measurement” and “Prove It” 
• Review of your individual strategy, operational plans and KPIs 
• One Day Workshop: Forecast: Systems thinking and effective scenario planning 
• One Day Workshop: Develop Strategy and Performance Measures 
• One Day Workshop: Creative Thinking 

Outcomes for Performance Edge 
You will: 
• Double your energy 
• Increase your productivity 
• Reduce stress 
• Feel in control 
• Stay calm and centered
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• One Day Workshop: Leading Culture and Change 
• Feedback from your peers in the Mastermind sessions 
• Supporting books, through the monthly curated book  
• Individual coaching sessions 

3. DELIVERY 
This is the ability to do what it takes to bring people along with you, keep them inspired and on track. 

Connection and Reach 

Networks: A resilient professional needs multiple networks and takes an active role as a leader and 
connector. You will assess your current network reach and the role as influencer and connector in each area. 

Reputation: You will determine what kind of reputation you are generating, and whether or not it matches 
your intended brand.  

Relationships: The quality of your relationships contributes to your overall personal resilience and life 
satisfaction. You will improve your communication skills for better connection. 

Delivery 
• Network mapping for influencers and connectors - individual assessment 
• Multi-source feedback exercise, self-directed in the workplace 
• Feedback from your peers in the Mastermind sessions 
• Real Talk workbook 
• Supporting books, through the monthly curated book  
• Interview with Janine Garner, author of “From Me to We” 
• Individual coaching sessions 

Outcomes for CAPABILITY 
You will: 
• Improve your ability to navigate complexity and volatility 
• Develop effective short terms and long term planning skills that are resilient in the face of 

volatility and complexity 
• Hone your creative thinking skills 
• Increase confidence in leading through uncertainty

Outcomes for Connection Edge 
You will: 
• Enhance your leadership brand and reputation 
• Develop more extensive and resilient personal and professional networks 
• Improve your connection with others and deepen your relationships
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Team Skills 

Culture: You will develop the ability to map culture, identify its strengths, its challenges, and help steward a 
robust organisational culture. 

Cohesion: No matter your level of influence, your capacity to galvanise a team and bring people together is 
critical. You need to be a leader worth following. 

Commitment: You will master the ability to motivate and inspire others, as well as your self. You will also 
develop truth-telling and accountability standards and practices to gain buy-in. 

Delivery 
• Workshop on Managing change, personal and professional, during the trek expedition 
• Interview with Simon Dowling, author of ‘Work With Me” 
• Team Contract Checklist 
• Feedback from your peers in the Mastermind sessions 
• Supporting books, through the monthly curated book  

This is our commitment to you:  

Through this program you will hone your competitive edge. You will gain conviction in your 
leadership, clarity on your path, and connection with peers. You’ll make better decisions faster in a 
fraction of the time. You’ll know first, and do first.

Outcomes for Team Edge 
You will: 
• Develop culture mapping skills 
• Identify and manage cultural symbols, touchpoints, and red flags 
• Improve your team engagement skills 
• Hone your motivation and inspiration skills 
• Develop accountability systems that motivate and engage
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